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The American West in  
appears pastoral,
when Aaron  jumps of
the train in Denver and
meets Joanne. It soon 
 is clear that this idyllic
landscape harbors
tremendous power
and evil.

Another Kind of
Eden by James
Burke

Big Jake drafts his old
friend into one last
cattle drive. These two
aging cowboys face
many dangers from
the trail, but when his
friend is killed, Jake
has one more task
ahead: vengeance.

Big Jake's Last
Drive by Robert
Randisi

Gold. Silver. Cold hard
cash. Stagecoach
guard Red Ryan and
his driver Buttons
Muldoon have ridden
shotgun on some
pretty valuable cargo
in their day. But
they're about to learn-
the hard way-that the
most dangerous cargo
of all is human.

Bullet for a
Stranger by
William Johnstone



Trying to calm
tensions, an ambitious
young mill owner
agrees to marry the
daughter of a
homesteading family
in 1909 Montana after
his spoiled half-
brother took
advantage of her.

Calder Grit by
Janet Dailey

Matt Sabre is a young
and experienced
gunfighter--but not a
trouble seeker. But
when Billy Curtin calls
him a liar and goes for
his gun, Matt has no
choice. To his surprise,
the dying man gives
him $5,000 and begs
him to take the money
to his wife, who is
alone  defending the
family ranch.

Riders of the Dawn
by Louis L'Amour

Crazy Horse and his
fellow hunters watch
as Colonel Carrigon
and his people set up
camp on an important
hunting ground. The
Colonel claims he can
rid theh area of
Indians, while Crazy
Horse has his own
plans.

Ridgeline by
Michael Punke

Raised in a trailer by
her stubborn,
bowhunting father,
Ruthie develops a
powerful connection
with the natural world
but struggles to find
her place in a society
shaped by men.

Ruthie Fear by
Maxim Loskutoff

Texas Ranger Rory
Yates becomes
famous after his
girlfriend writes a song
about his bravery. He
tries to escape the
spotlight by moving to
the small West Texas
town where he is
drawn into an
accidental death that
might really be a
murder.

Texas Outlaw by
James Patterson

Two stories in one.
Rancher Harlan
Adams has to find his
childhood sweetheart
and the child who has
his eyes. Ex-Rodeo Star
Slade Sutton has put
down roots and kept a
hectic pace with not
room for family, until
his 10-year old
daughter lands on his
doorstep

West Texas Nights
by Sherryl Woods

Jake McGuire has
worked hard to earn
his vast wealth. The
only threat to his
peace is the last
woman he should ever
want: Ida Merridan.

Wyoming True by
Diana Palmer

Ming Tsue is fighting
his way across the
West to rescue his wife
and exact revenge on
the men who
destroyed him, while
settling old scores
along the way.

The Thousand
Crimes of Ming
Tsu by Tom Lin


